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Abstract. Concurrency is an essential element of abstract models for
embedded systems. Correctness and e�ciency of the design depend crit-
ically on the way concurrency is formalized and implemented. Concur-
rency is about communicating processes. We introduce an abstract for-
mal way of representing communication among processes and we show
how to re�ne this representation towards implementation. To this end,
we present a formal model, Abstract Co-design Finite State Machines
(ACFSM), and its re�nement, Extended Co-design Finite State Ma-
chines (ECFSM), developed to capture abstract behavior of concurrent
processes and derived from a model (Co-design Finite State Machine
(CFSM)) we have used in POLIS, a system for the design and veri�-
cation of embedded systems. The design of communication protocols is
presented as an example of the use of these formal models.

1 Introduction

By the year 2002, it is estimated that more information appliances will be sold
to consumers than PCs (see Business Week, March 1999). This new market
includes small, mobile, and ergonomic devices that provide information, enter-
tainment, and communications capabilities to consumer electronics, industrial
automation, retail automation, and medical markets. These devices require com-
plex electronic design and system integration, delivered in the short time frames
of consumer electronics. The system design challenge of at least the next decade
is the dramatic expansion of this spectrum of diversity and the shorter and
shorter time-to-market window. Given the complexity and the constraints im-
posed upon design time and cost, the challenge faced by the electronics industry
is insurmountable unless a new design paradigm is developed and deployed that
focuses on:

{ design re-use at all levels of abstraction;

{ \correct-by-construction" transformations.

An essential component of a new system design paradigm is the orthogo-
nalization of concerns, i.e., the separation of the various aspects of design to
allow more e�ective exploration of alternative solutions. The pillars of the de-
sign methodology that we have proposed over the years are:



{ the separation between function (what the system is supposed to do) and
architecture (how it does it);

{ the separation between computation and communication.

1.1 Function-Architecture Co-Design

The mapping of function to architecture is an essential step from conception
to implementation. In the recent past, there has been a signi�cant attention in
the research and industrial community to the topic of Hardware-Software Co-
design. The problem to be solved here is coordinating the design of the parts
of the system to be implemented as software and the parts to be implemented
as hardware, avoiding the HW/SW integration problem that has marred the
electronics system industry for so long. We actually believe that worrying about
hardware-software boundaries without considering higher levels of abstraction
is the wrong approach. HW/SW design and veri�cation happens after some es-
sential decisions have been already made, thus making the veri�cation and the
synthesis problem so hard. SW is really the form that a given piece of func-
tionality takes if it is \mapped" onto a programmable microprocessor or DSP.
The origin of HW and SW is in behavior that the system must implement. The
choice of an \architecture", i.e. of a collection of components that can be either
software programmable, re-con�gurable or customized, is the other important
step in design.
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Fig. 1. Proposed design strategy

1.2 Communication-based Design

The implementation of e�cient, reliable, and robust approaches to the design,
implementation, and programming of concurrent systems is essential. In any
large-scale embedded systems design methodology, concurrency must be consid-
ered as a �rst class citizen at all levels of abstraction and in both hardware and
software.



Concurrency implies communication among components of the design. Com-
munication is too often intertwined with the behavior of the components of the
design so that it is very di�cult to separate out the two domains. Separating
communication and behavior is essential to dominate system design complexity.
In particular, if in a design component behaviors and communications are inter-
twined, it is very di�cult to re-use components since their behavior is tightly
dependent on the communication mechanisms with other components of the
original design. In addition, communication can be described at various levels
of abstraction, thus exposing the potential of implementing communication be-
havior in many di�erent forms according to the available resources. Today this
freedom is often not exploited.

1.3 Formal Models

We have promoted the use of formal models and transformations in system
design so that veri�cation and synthesis can be applied to advantage in the
design methodology [1]. Further, the concept itself of synthesis can be applied
only if the precise mathematical meaning of a description of the design is applied.
It is then important to start the design process from a high-level abstraction that
can be implemented in a wide variety of ways. The implementation process is a
sequence of steps that remove freedom and choice from the formal model. In other
words, the abstract representation of the design should \contain" all the correct
implementations in the sense that the behavior of the implementation should
be consistent with the abstract model behavior. Whenever a behavior is not
speci�ed in the abstract model, the implicit assumption is that such behavior is a
\don't-care" in the implementation space. In other words, the abstract model is a
source of non-deterministic behavior, and the implementation process progresses
towards a deterministic system. It is important to underline that way too often
system design starts with a system speci�cation that is burdened by unnecessary
references to implementations resulting in over-determined representations with
respect to designer intent that obviously yield under-optimized designs.

In the domain of formal model of system behavior, it is common to �nd the
term \Model of Computation" (MOC), an informal concept that has its roots in
language theory. This term refers more appropriately to mathematical models
that specify the semantics of computation and of concurrency. In fact, concur-
rency models are the most important di�erentiating factors among models of
computation. Ed Lee [2] has very well stressed the importance of allowing one
to express designs making use of all models of computation, or at least of the
principal ones, thus yielding a so-called heterogeneous environment for system
design. In his approach to simulation and veri�cation, assembling a system de-
scription out of modules represented in di�erent models of computation reduces
to the problem of arbitrating communication among the di�erent models. How-
ever, the concept of communication among di�erent models of computation still
needs to be carefully explored and understood from a synthesis and re�nement
viewpoint.



This di�culty has actually motivated our approach to communication-based
design where communication takes the driver seat in system design [8]. In this
approach, communication can be speci�ed somewhat independently of the mod-
ules that compose the design. In fact, two approaches can be applied here. In the
�rst case, we are interested in communication mechanisms that \work" in any
environment, i.e., independently of the formal models and speci�cations of the
behavior of the components. This is a very appealing approach if we look at the
ease of component assembly. It is however rather obvious that we may end up
with an implementation that is overly wasteful, especially for embedded systems
where production cost is very important. A more optimal (but less modular)
approach is to specify the communication behavior, and then to re�ne jointly
one side of the communication protocol and the behavior that uses it, in order
to exploit knowledge of both to improve the e�ciency of the implementation.
Here, a synthesis approach is most appealing since it reduces the risk of making
mistakes and it may use powerful optimization techniques to reduce design cost
and time.

Communication and time representation in a Model Of Computation are
strictly intertwined. In fact, in a synchronous system, communication can take
place only at precise \instants of time" thus reducing the risk of unpredictable
behavior. Synchronous systems are notoriously more expensive to implement and
often less performing thus opening the door to asynchronous implementations.
In this latter case, that is often the choice for large system design, particular
care has to be exercised to avoid undesired and unexpected behaviors. The bal-
ance between synchronous and asynchronous implementations is possibly the
most challenging aspect of system design. We argue that globally asynchronous
locally synchronous (GALS) communication mechanisms are probably a good
compromise in the implementation space [1]. The research of our group in the
last few years has addressed the above problems and allowed us to de�ne a full
design methodology and a design framework, called Polis [1], for embedded sys-
tems. The methodology that we have proposed is based on the use of a formal and
implementation-independent MOC, called CFSMs (Co-design Finite State Ma-
chines). CFSMs are Finite State Machines extended with arithmetic data paths,
and communicating asynchronously over signals. Signals carry events, which are
bu�ered at the receiving end, and are inherently uni-directional and potentially
lossy (in case the receiver is not fast enough to keep up with the sender's speed).
The CFSMs model is Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS), since
every CFSM locally behaves synchronously following the FSMs semantics while
the interaction among CFSMs is asynchronous from a system perspective.

However, the view of communication in CFSMs is still at a level of abstrac-
tion that is too low. We would like to be able to specify abstract communica-
tion patterns with high-level constraints that are not implying yet a particu-
lar model of communication. For example, it is our opinion that an essential
aspect of communication is the guarantee of reception of all the information
that has been sent. We argue that there must exist a level of abstraction that
is high enough to require that communication takes place without loss. The



synchronous-asynchronous mechanism, the protocols used and so on, are just
implementation choices that either guarantee no loss or that have a good chance
of ensuring that no data is lost where it matters (but that need extensive ver-
i�cation to make sure that this is indeed the case). For example, Kahn process
networks [4] guarantee no loss at the highest level of abstraction by assuming an
ideal bu�ering scheme that has unbounded bu�er size. Clearly the unbounded
bu�er size is a \non-implementable" way of guaranteeing no loss. When moving
towards implementable designs, this assumption has to be removed. A bu�er can
be provided to store temporarily data that are exchanged among processes but
it must be of �nite size. The choice of the size of the bu�er is crucial. Unfortu-
nately deciding whether a �nite bu�er implementation exists that guarantees no
loss is not theoretically feasible in the general case, but there are cases for which
an optimal bu�er size can be found [2]. In other cases, one has to hope for the
best for bu�er overwrite not to occur or has to provide additional mechanisms
that, when composed with the �nite bu�er implementation, still guarantee that
no loss takes place (for example, a request/acknowledge protocol). Note that in
this case the re�nement process is quite complex and involves the use of com-
posite processes. Today, there is little that is known about a general approach
to communication design that has some of the feature that we have exposed.

An essential step to develop communication-based design is the understand-
ing of \communication" semantics. We believe that communication in formal
models has not been treated at the correct level of abstraction.

1.4 Outline of the paper

In this paper, using as a guideline the concepts presented above, we discuss
\communication semantics" and give a formal model for this semantics. Then we
introduce formal models that can be used to design e�ectively complex systems
and we present novel models obtained by \abstracting" Co-design Finite State
Machines (CFSMs) to deal with the problems posed by communication-based
design. In particular, in Section ?? we review the models of computation that
have been most commonly used in system design. We then proceed to present
in Section 3, the Abstract Co-design Finite State Machine (ACFSM) globally
asynchronous locally synchronous model where communication is lossless. In
Section 4, we introduce the Extended CFSM model, that re�nes the ACFSM
model by having �nite queues to bu�er communication and that contains the
CFSM model as a special case. Finally, in Section 6 we show how to use these
models to design an application example: a wireless communication protocol.

2 Communication

Large distributed systems are composed of a set of concurrent and interacting
components 3.

3 Following the Tagged Signal Model formalism [3], system components are modeled
as functional processes, whose set of behaviors is de�ned by a mapping from a set



A prerequisite for the interaction between distinct components is the ex-
istence of a connection between an output port of one component, called the
sender, and an input port of another component, called the receiver. A connec-
tion can be modeled as a process whose function is the identity between input
and output signals. With respect to the interaction between sender and receiver,
a connection imposes the equality of the input signal of the receiver with the
output signal of the sender (Figure 2).

S Ro2
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Fig. 2. Connection Process

Consider two components, the sender modeled by process S (Fs : Is ) Os)
and the receiver by process R (Fr : Ir ) Or). Connecting S and R as shown
in Figure 3 implies that only a signal that is an output of S may be an input
of R. As a result, the input space of R is restricted to the intersection Os \ Ir
of its domain Ir with the output space of S (Figure 3). When the domain of
R includes a signal ir =2 Os, the connection results in a restriction of the set of
possible behaviors of R that can be optimized by removing the behaviors that
correspond to the input signals ir 2 Os \ Ir.

If the set Os \ Ir is not empty, we say that the behaviors of S and R are
not adapted, since the behavior of R is not de�ned for inputs o�s 2 Os \ Ir. This
mismatch 4 can be solved in one of the following ways:

1. R discards inputs o�s and treats them as errors,
2. outputs o�s of S and the behaviors originating them are removed from S,
3. signals o�s are mapped into signals that can be accepted by R.

In 1) the set of behaviors of R is extended to R0 to include the error handling
of the undesired input signals that may be received. In 2) the behavior of the
sender is optimized and restricted to S0 to exclude the production of output
signals incompatible with R. In 3) an interface (represented in Figure 4 as a
process with function Fbeh int) is used to map the signal emitted by S into a

of input signals I to a set of output signals O, F : I ) O. Unless a de�nition is
explicitly given, terms like process, signal, behavior are used below as in [3].

4 An example is when the sender is an analog system and the receiver is digital: an
A/D converter is needed to allow the receiver to understand the messages of the
sender.
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Fig. 3. Behavior mismatch

signal that belongs to the domain of R. Such an interface [9] can be usually
split into two processes (Fbeh int = Fbeh sint � Fbeh rint)), that encapsulate S
and R (Fs0 = Fs �Fbeh sint and Fr0 = Fbeh rint �Fr) and permit communication
between the modi�ed behaviors S0 and R0 over a connection. We call this type
of interface Behavior Adapter (BA) (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Behavior Adapter

Connections are implemented using physical channels 5 , whose function (Fc :
Ic ) Oc) in general di�ers from the identity, e.g. due to noise or interference. As a
result, even if the behaviors S0 and R0 were perfectly adapted, the received signal
Fc(ic) = Fc(os) might be out of the domain of R0 or trigger an incorrect behavior
of R. Therefore, for a safe and correct interaction among system components it is
key to select a channel whose behavior approximates that of the ideal connection.

Quality of Service requirements 6 partition the set of behaviors F into two
classes, the class of those that satisfy the quality requirements and the class of
those that do not satisfy them. Let us introduce a relation �� F �F , such that

�= (f; f 0)jf 2 F; f 0 2 F; bothfandf 0satisfythequalityrequirements

5 A connection establishes a relation between signals. A channel is a set of physical
objects that implement a connection.

6 Quality of Service requirements include delay, throughput, maximum number of
errors...



Given a connection and a set of requirements on the quality of the received
signal, the set of the behaviors S � Fc � R, where Fc is the channel function
is partitioned into two classes: the class of valid channels and the class of the
invalid ones. The former includes all the channels that guarantee a quality of
the received signal that satis�es the requirements. Since the ideal connection
by de�nition satis�es the quality requirements, the set of valid channels can be
de�ned as:

V alidChannels = Fc : Fs � Fc � Fr � Fs � id � Fr = Fs � Fr

The �rst step in designing a valid channel is to select a physical channel
whose function is Fc. If the channel is invalid due to its physical limitations,
it is necessary to introduce an interface between the behaviors and the chan-
nel that matches the undesired e�ects. We call this type of interface Chan-
nel Adapter (CA) 7. be included in the behaviors of sender and receiver... A
channel adapter interface is usually symmetric to the channel and is de�ned
by two functions, (Fcs int) implementing the sender-channel and (Fcr int) the
channel-receiver interfaces (Figure 5). If Fcs int � Fc � Fcr int � id the interface
successfully adapts the channel Fc, otherwise it is necessary to iterate the adap-
tation process and look for two other functions Fcs0 int and Fcr0 int such that
Fcs int �Fcs0 int �Fc �Fcr0 int �Fcr int � id 8. Note also that if channel adapters
introduce some mismatch between the range of Fcs int � Fc and the domain of
Fcs int a behavior adapter is needed.

Fc

S R
os ir

Fc

S R

Fc

S R
os ir

os’ ir’
S’ R’

Fc_sint Fc_rint

Fig. 5. Channel Adapter

Following the above discussion, we de�ne communication as the mechanism

7 Example of Channel Adapters functions are: error correction, ow control, medium
access control.

8 The channel adapter interface often consist of a stack of several layers (e.g. ISO-OSI
Reference Model), each processing the signal at a di�erent level of abstraction.



that allows the interaction between at least two distinct behaviors. A protocol
is the set of interfaces that implement the communication.

Figure 6 describes the ow we propose for designing protocols. Given two
components S and R, they are �rst connected and their behaviors are compared.
If there is a need for a behavior adapter BA, this is introduced. The next step
is the selction of channel CH . If there is no valid channel available, a channel
adapter composed of the two interfaces CRA (channel-receiver adapter) and
SCA (sender-channel adapter) is introduced to overcome the limitations of the
invalid channel selected. If the behavior of the sender composed with the channel
and the behavior of the receiver are not adapted, another behavior adapter is
needed. This process is iterated until the behaviors do not need to be adapted
and a valid channel is de�ned.

Behavior Adapter:
SoBAoR = 

SoBAoBA’oR=
S’oR’

Channel Adapter:
S’oSCAoCHoCRAoR’

Connection: SoR
Ir = Os ?

Begin: S, R.
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Y

N

N

Channel Selection:
 S’oCHoR’.

S’oCHoR’ ~ S’oR’ ?

N
Y

Valid Channel ?

End

(BoCH)s = Cr ?

Fig. 6. Design Flow



3 Abstract Codesign Finite State Machines

Abstract Codesign Finite State Machines (ACFSMs) is a formal model that
allows one to represent embedded systems speci�cations, involving both control
and dataow aspects, at a high level of abstraction. It consists of a network
of FSMs that communicate asynchronously by means of events (that at the
abstract level only denote partial ordering, not time) over lossless signals with
FIFO semantics. ACFSMs are a Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous
(GALS) model:

{ the local behavior is synchronous (from its own perspective, like the \atomic
�ring" of Dataow actors), because each ACFSM executes a transition by
producing an output reaction based on a snap-shot set of inputs in zero time,

{ the global behavior is asynchronous (as seen by the rest of the system) since
each ACFSM detects inputs, executes a transition, and emits outputs in an
unbounded but �nite amount of time.

The asynchronous communication among ACFSMs over an unbounded FIFO
channel:

{ supports a (possibly very non-deterministic) speci�cation where the execu-
tion delay of each ACFSM is unknown a priori and, therefore, is not biased
towards a speci�c hardware/software implementation,

{ decouples the behavior of each ACFSM from the communication with other
ACFSMs. The communication can then be designed by re�nement inde-
pendently from the functional speci�cation of the ACFSMs, as we show in
Section 4.

3.1 Single ACFSM behavior

A single ACFSM describes a �nite state control operating on a data ow. It
is an extended FSM, where the extensions add support for data handling and
asynchronous communication. An ACFSM transition can be executed when a
pre-condition on the number of present input events and a boolean expression
over the values of those input events is satis�ed. During a transition execution,
an ACFSM �rst atomically detects and consumes some of the input events, then
performs a computation by emitting output events with the value determined
by expressions over detected input events. A key feature of ACFSMs is that
transitions in general consume multiple events from the same input signal, and
produce multiple events to the same output signal (multi-rate transitions). We
formally de�ne an ACFSM as follows:

De�nition 1. An ACFSM is a triple A = (I; O; T ):

{ I = fI1; I2; : : : INg is a �nite set of inputs. Let iji indicate the event that at
a certain instant occupies the j-th position in the FIFO at input Ii.

{ O = fO1; O2; : : : OMg is a �nite set of outputs. Let o
j
i indicate the j-th event

emitted by a transition on output Oi.



{ T � f(IR; IB;CR;OR;OB)g is the transition relation, where:

� IR is the input enabling rate,
IR = f(I1; ir1); (I2; ir2); : : : ; (IN ; irN ) j

1 � n � N; In 2 I; irn 2 INg
i.e., irn is the number of input events from each input In that are required
to trigger the transition.

� IB is a boolean-valued expression over the values of the events
fijig; 1 � i � N; 1 � j � iri
that enable the transition.

� CR is the input consumption rate,
CR = f(I1; cr1); (I2; cr2); : : : ; (IN ; crN ) j

1 � n � N; In 2 I; crn 2 IN;
crn � irn _ crn = IALLn g

i.e., crn is the number of input events consumed from each input9.

� OR is the output production rate,
OR = f(O1; or1); (O2; or2); : : : ; (OM ; orM ) j

1 � m �M;Om 2 O; orm 2 INg
i.e., orn is the number of output events produced on each output On

during a transition execution.

� OB is a set of vectors of expressions that determines the values of the
output events, one vector per output with orn > 0 and one element per
emitted event.
fojig; 1 � i � N; 1 � j � ori

Note that signals that are at the same time input and output, and for which
a single event is produced and consumed at each transition act as implicit state
variables of the ACFSM.

If several transitions can be executed in a given con�guration (events and
values) of the input signals, the ACFSM is non-deterministic and can execute
any one of the matching transitions.

ACFSMs di�er from Dataow networks in that there is no blocking read
requirement, i.e. ACFSMs transitions, unlike �rings in DF networks, can be
conditioned to the absence of an event over a signal. Hence, ACFSMs are also
not continuous in Kahn's sense [4] (the arrival of two events in di�erent orders
may change the behavior). Another di�erence from DF models is that ACFSMs
can \ush" an input signal, in order to model exception handling and reaction
to disruptive events (e.g., errors and re-initializations). A DF actor cannot do
so, since when the input signal has been emptied, the actor is blocked waiting
on the signal, rather than proceeding to execute the recovery action.

9 The number of events that is consumed should be not greater than the number
of events that enabled the transition. It is also possible to specify, by saying that
crn = I

ALL

n , that a transition resets a given input, i.e., it consumes all the events
in the corresponding signal (that must be at least as many as those enabling the
transition).



A di�erence from most FSM-based models (e.g., SDL) is the possibility to
use multi-rate transitions to represent production and consumption of events
over the same signal at di�erent rates (e.g. images produced line-by-line and
consumed pixel-by-pixel).

As an example, consider the �lter shown in Figure 7. It �lters a sequence of
frames, by multiplying all the pixels of a frame by a coe�cient. At the beginning
of each iteration it receives the number of lines per frame and pixels per line
from the input signal in and the initial �ltering coe�cient (used to multiply the
pixels) from the input signal coef . Then, it receives a frame, i.e. a sequence of
lines of pixels, from in, possibly interleaved with new coe�cient values (if it must
be updated) from coef . The �ltered frame is produced on the output signal out .
The primitives read(in,n) and write(out,n) consume and produce n events from
signal in and out , respectively, and present(coef,n) returns true if n events are
available on signal coef .

In(nlines,npix,pixels)

Coeff
Out (pixels)

CONSUMERFILTER

PRODUCER

CONTROLLER

module filter;

input byte in, coef;

output byte out;

int nlines, npix, line, pix;

byte k;

int buffer[];

forever {

(nlines, npix) = read (in, 2);

k = read (coef, 1);

for (line = 1; line <= nlines; line++) {

if (present(coef, 1)) k = read (coef, 1);

buffer = read (in, npix);

for (pix = 1; pix <= npix; pix++)

buffer[pix] = buffer[pix] * k;

write (out, buffer, npix);

}

}

Fig. 7. Filter example.

Let prod(v,s,n) denote the multiplication of a vector v of n values by a scalar
s, and \(" a shorthand to represent writing to state feedback signals, which are
also omitted for simplicity from IR and OR, where they always have rate 1. The
�lter can be modeled by an ACFSM as follows:



{ IR = CR = f(in; 2); (coef; 1)g, IB = (state = 1),
OR = fg, OB = f(nlines; npix)( read(in; 2);

line( 1; k ( read(coef; 1); state( 1g
{ IR = CR = f(in; npix)g,
IB = (state = 2 ^ line < nlines),
OR = f(out; npix)g,
OB = fwrite(out; prod(read(in; npix); k; npix); npix);

state( 2; line( line + 1g

{ IR = CR = f(in; npix)g,
IB = (state = 2 ^ line = nlines), OR = f(out; npix)g,
OB = fwrite(out; prod(read(in; npix); k; npix); npix);

state( 1g
{ IR = CR = f(coef; 1)g, IB = (state = 2),
OR = fg, OB = fk ( read(coef; 1); state( 2g

3.2 Network of ACFSMs

An ACFSMs network is a set of ACFSMs and signals. The behavior of the net-
work depends on both the individual behavior of each ACFSM, and that of the
global system. In the mathematical model, the system is composed of ACFSMs
and a scheduling mechanism coordinating them. The scheduler operates by con-
tinually deciding which ACFSMs can be run, and calling them to be executed.
Each ACFSM is either idle (waiting for input events), or ready (waiting to be
run by the scheduler), or executing a single transition from its transition relation.

The topology of the network, as for dataow networks, simply speci�es a
partial order on the execution of the ACFSMs. Initially the time required by
an ACFSM to perform a state transition is not speci�ed, hence each ACFSM
captures all its possible hardware (with or without resource sharing constraints)
and software (generally with CPU sharing constraints) implementations . The
ACFSM model is fully implementation-independent but, as a consequence, it is
highly non-deterministic.

The non-determinism present in ACFSMs is resolved only after an archi-
tectural mapping (implementation) is chosen. An architectural mapping in this
context means:

{ a set of architectural and communication resources (CPUs, ASICs, busses,
: : : ),

{ a mapping from ACFSMs to architectural resources and from signals to
communication resources,

{ a scheduling policy for shared resources.

Once an architectural mapping is selected for a network of ACFSMs, the
computation delay for each ACFSM transition can be estimated with a vari-
ety of methods, depending on how the trade-o� between speed and accuracy is
solved [1].



Annotating the ACFSM transitions with such delay estimates de�nes a global
order of execution of the ACFSM network that has now been \re�ned" into a
Discrete Event semantics. At this level the designer can verify, by using a Discrete
Event simulator [1], if the mapped ACFSM network satis�es not only functional
but also performance and cost requirements.

4 Re�ning ACFSMs: EFCSMs

Abstract CFSMs communicate asynchronously by means of events, transmitting
and receiving data over unbounded communication channels with FIFO seman-
tics. This abstract speci�cation de�nes for each channel only a partial order
between the emission and the reception of events and therefore must be re�ned
to be implemented with a �nite amount of resources. To implement an abstract
communication it is necessary to design a protocol that satis�es the functional
and performance requirements of the communication, and can be implemented
at a minimum cost in terms of power, area, delay and throughput.

The amount of data that should be correctly received is one requirement. A
communication mechanism is called lossless, if no data (in the form of events)
is lost over the communication channel during any system execution, and lossy
otherwise. The speci�cation requirements dictate if the communication must be
lossless or lossy and, if lossy, how much loss is acceptable. Data can be lost
either because of the poor quality of the physical channel, e.g. due to noise or
interference, or because of the limited amount of resources in the implementation,
e.g. the receiver is slow and does not have enough memory to store the incoming
data. In the �rst case the problem is usually overcome by the de�nition of a
robust protocol that (probabilistically) guarantees correctness of received data
by means of re-transmissions or coding techniques for error correction. In the
second case the solution, as discussed below, is to use a su�cient amount of
resources or an appropriate protocol to meet the requirements. The throughput
and the latency in the arrival of the data to the destination are key requirements
especially in the design of protocols for real-time applications, e.g. real-time video
or audio, that require that incoming video frames and audio samples are received
and processed at regular intervals.

Communication protocols in our approach are re�ned towards implementa-
tion through several levels of abstraction, by applying a sequence of re�nement
steps, such that each step preserves the original behavior and constraints are
propagated in a top-down fashion. At the same time the use of architectural
units, e.g. the physical channel, and functional libraries, e.g. communication
primitives, captures also the bottom-up aspect of the design process. Therefore,
we can say that the overall methodology we propose is really a mix of top-down
and bottom-up.

At the Abstract CFSMs level, the speci�cation includes the topology of the
network and the functional behavior of each module, while the protocols that
implement the communication requirements are still unde�ned. To optimally de-
sign a protocol for each communication channel it is necessary to use a model, or



set of models, that allow one to capture di�erent algorithmic solutions and eval-
uate their implementation costs. For this reason we introduce the Extended Co-
design Finite State Machines (ECFSMs) model that \implements" the ACFSMs
model, de�ned in the previous Section. ECFSMs are obtained from the ACFSMs
simply by re�ning in�nite-size queues to implementable �nite-size queues. The
event-based communication semantics, as well as the rules for the execution of
ECFSMs transitions, are the same as in the ACFSMs model.

ECFSMs have input queues of �nite size, and write operations can be either
blocking or non-blocking (on a channel-by-channel basis). In the latter case,
every time a queue is full and new data arrives over the channel, the data previ-
ously stored is lost (overwritten)10. To avoid this scenario it is often su�cient to
use a longer queue. Sometimes, instead, e.g. when the average production rate
of the sender is greater than the average consumption rate of the receiver, there
exists no �nite-queue solution guaranteeing no loss. The problem of checking
if there exists a lossless implementation with bounded queues, that has been
solved using static or quasi-static scheduling algorithms for Synchronous Data
Flow networks [5] and Free-Choice Petri Nets [6], is undecidable in general for
the ACFSMs model. Therefore, to implement lossless communication in a given
ECFSM network, it is necessary to de�ne an additional mechanism that, when
a queue is full, blocks the sender until the queue has again enough space for new
incoming data. This can be achieved by means of either a handshake protocol,
consisting of explicit events carrying the sender request for an emission and the
receiver acknowledgment that new data can be accommodated in the queue,
or scheduling constraints that ensure that the sender is scheduled for execution
only when the queue at the receiver has enough space. Depending on the require-
ments on data losses, ACFSM queues are re�ned into either lossy ones, that are
eventually overwritten when they are full, or lossless ones, where overwriting is
prevented by a blocking write protocol or scheduling constraints.

The actual size of the queues should be determined by evaluating the cost
of di�erent implementations that satisfy the communication requirements. For
example, large-size queues mean high throughput due to the higher level of
pipelining that can be achieved by sender and receiver, but are also expensive in
terms of area. Small-size queues reduce the area, but decrease the throughput,
as the sender is blocked more often, and increase power consumption (more
frequent request and acknowledgment messages).

5 Communication over FIFO Channels

The ACFSMs and ECFSMs models follow in the computation part the same Ex-
tended Finite State Machines semantics described in Section 3. Their semantics
of the communication is instead di�erent: both models use FIFO channels, but
while ACFSMs communicate over channels with unbounded queues, ECFSMs
communicate over channels with queues of �nite size.

10 Traditional CFSMs [1] are a special case of ECFSMs, where the queues have length
one.



A FIFO channel can be seen as an adapter between behaviors that operate at
a di�erent rate. If the sender produces outputs at a faster rate than the receiver,
a FIFO allows to handle their rate di�erence and prevent from losses.

An unbounded queue is an ideal adapter, since it allows to accumulate an
in�nite number of tokens and therefore match any rate di�erence. However, as
discussed above, ACFSMs communication is to be implemented using ECFSMs
whose channels have �nite queues. Unfortunately, bounded FIFO channels do
not prevent from overow, i.e. losses, when the FIFO is full. For this reason, a
bounded FIFO channel is in many cases not be a valid channel, especially for
systems where the rate di�erence between sender and receiver is large. In this
case it is necessary to introduce a channel adapter interface that here may take
the form either of a scheduling policy or an explicit Request/Acknowledgment
protocol that blocks the sender when the FIFO is full. In particular the Req/Ack
protocol restricts the behavior of S to S0 excluding all the behaviors, considered
illegal, where the number of consecutive output events exceeds the capacity of
the queue 8.
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Fig. 8. Fifo Channel

6 Example: a wireless protocol

Intercom [7] is a single-cell wireless network supporting voice communication
among a number of mobile terminals. The network operation is coordinated by
a unit, called base station, that handles user service requests (e.g. request to
establish a connection), and solves the shared wireless medium access problem
using a TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) policy and assigning the slots
to communicating users.

Figure 9 describes the Intercom protocol stack, that is composed of the fol-
lowing layers. The User Interface Layer interacts with the users and forwards to
lower layers user service requests and (logarithmically quantized) voice samples.
The Transport Layer takes care of message retransmission until acknowledgment
reception. The MAC Layer implements the TDMA scheme, keeping within in-
ternal tables the information on which action (transmit, receive or standby) the
terminal should take at each slot. The Error Control Layer applies the Cyclic
Redundancy Check algorithm to the incoming and outgoing streams of data and,



Fig. 9. Intercom protocol stack

if detects an error, discards the incorrect packet. The Synchronization Layer ex-
tracts from the received bit stream the frame and slot synchronization patterns,
and noti�es the MAC of the beginning of a new slot. The Physical Layer includes
computation-intensive bit-level data processing functions, e.g. modulation, tim-
ing recovery. The Intercom protocol speci�cation includes both data processing
and control functions. It includes computation intensive functions (e.g. error
control, logarithmic quantization) that are applied to the ows of (a) data sam-
ples and (b) service request/acknowledgment messages both in transmission and
reception . Control functions include time-dependent and data-dependent con-
trol. The �rst type occurs at the MAC layer, where the processing and the
transmission (or reception) of data ows is enabled using a time-based (TDMA)
mechanism. Error control is instead a data-dependent control function since it
enables some actions (e.g. discarding a packet) depending on the result of data
computation.

To model the Intercom protocol speci�cation we have initially used ACFSMs.
Then, starting from the communication requirements and taking into account the
assumptions on the behavior of the environment, e.g. on the rates and patterns
of the input events, we have re�ned the ACFSMs into implementable ECFSMs
and selected a communication protocol for each channel (currently this step is
manual, but we are exploring ways of automating it). Since high-quality voice
communication requires that no data is lost within the protocol stack due to
bu�er overow, we have re�ned ACFSMs into lossless ECFSMs. Additional tim-
ing requirement are imposed by the TDMA policy: data transmission can occur
only within TDMA slots. Environmental assumptions concern the occurrence of
the following input signals: Voice samples is periodic at 64 kbps, Rx data is a
periodic bit stream at 1.6 Mbps. Let us consider in detail the behavior of a pro-
tocol stack fragment. Incoming voice samples are �rst processed by the Mulaw



and sent to the CRC module that at each transmission slot is enabled by the
MAC. The CRC input FIFO shapes the data stream to make it �t the TDMA
slot allocation pattern and, since the read and write operations from this queue
occur at regular times, in this case, the FIFO size can be simply computed from
input/output rates and slotsize, and chosen to be 500 bytes. A smaller size would
require to block the Mulaw module and introduce another queue at the input
of Mulaw. A greater size does not give any advantage since 500 bytes is the
maximum amount of data arriving during a frame.

If we used the classical CFSMs model instead of ACFSMs, we would be
forced to represent each FIFO as a CFSM. A CFSM of type FIFO calls, upon
occurrence of external events, internal read and write functions that access an
\internal" memory in FIFO manner. This implies that the CFSM at the receiver
end of the channel (in this case CRC) has to explicitly make a request (in the
form of an event) for new data as soon as it can process it. This results in an
unnecessary overhead that is not present in the ACFSM model where FIFOs
are part of the model and can be directly accessed by simple communication
primitives.

Finally, we also compared the design of the Intercom using our ACFSM-based
methodology with a previous design [7] of the same speci�cation done following
an SDL-based approach. The overall design process turned out to be easier
and more e�ective using ACFSMs due to their capability of modeling control
and dataow components independently from the �nal implementation. The
previous approach, instead, due to SDL's purely asynchronous nature, required
to partition into hardware and software components from the beginning and
model the hardware components directly in VHDL. This greatly reduced the
design space and prevented from some system optimizations.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new way of formalizing communication among
processes. We then introduced a new Model Of Computation called Abstract
Codesign Finite State Machines, in which a �nite state control coordinates multi-
rate transitions and data-intensive computations. We described how a speci�ca-
tion using ACFSMs can be re�ned, by queue sizing and static scheduling, until
communication becomes implementable. We used a real-life example, a wireless
communication protocol, to illustrate how the abstract communication can be
re�ned to a concrete, implementable one, and we discussed the main trade-o�s
involved.
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